


















QoozmoR
A QR Based Mechanism of Managing Regulatory

Compliance 



About
QoozmoR

QoozmoR is innovative
technological software which

provides 360 degree view of
assets, employees, fire

extinguisher for regulatory
compliance

 .



Manual Record Keeping of Assets

Lacks Support of Dynamic Fields 

No Notitifcation/Reminder Mechanism 

Problems 

QR Based Technology

Digitised Record Keeping pf Assets

Notification / Alert Mechanism 

QoozmoR



DYNAMIC FIELDS FOR RECORD KEEPING

Innovtive tech of QoozmoR allows to define any number
of dyanmic fields for asset record keeping 

NOTIFICATION / ALERT

Notification / alerts can be defined for asset important
reminders.

QoozmoR

Assets Monitoring

ASSET IDENTIFICATION 

QoozmoR provides addition of asset master data, and
its QR generation



DYNAMIC FIELDS FOR RECORD KEEPING

Innovtive tech of QoozmoR allows to define any number
of dyanmic fields for employee record keeping 

NOTIFICATION / ALERT

Notification / alerts can be defined for employee
important reminders.

QoozmoR

Employee Records

EMPLOYEE IDENTIFICATION 

QoozmoR provides addition of employee master data,
and its QR generation



DYNAMIC FIELDS FOR RECORD KEEPING

Innovtive tech of QoozmoR allows to define any number
of dyanmic fields for extinguisher record keeping 

NOTIFICATION / ALERT / LOCATION

Notification / alerts can be defined for extinguisher
important reminders. In case of emergency , its location
can be tracked via app.

QoozmoR

Fire Extinguisher
 

FIRE EXTINGUISHER IDENTIFICATION 

QoozmoR provides addition of extinguisher master
data, and its QR generation



HARDWARE INDEPENDENT

QoozmoR requires no extra hardware to be installed ,
only QR codes needs to be atatched to assets.

INFORMATION AT FINGERTIPS

QoozmoR digitises information, and provides reports at
fingertips.

PREVENTIVE REMINDERS

QoozmoR engine triggers defined alerts, reminders so
that any criitical activity is never missed 

The benefits of
QoozmoR



QoozmoR

Web Dashboard



QoozmoR

App Dashboard



QoozmoR

SITE PHOTOS



SILO PARKING
ASSISTANT 

GOLDEN EYE



SILO PARKING
ASSISTANT

Silo plays important role in any power plant. However
safety of men working at si lo for vehicle loading is
crit ical.  It  is completely done manually and its
hazardous.

Drishti  brings you AI powered assistant for vehicle
parking which removes any manual intervention hence
safety of men. 

GOLDEN EYE



GOLDEN EYE - AI
POWERED

1.  GOLDEN EYE is cutting edge innovative technology
which assists truck drivers to mount vehicles easily
under a silo l id.

2. It  uses advanced AI and camera algorithms to
project silo l id posit ion on screen.

3. Drivers can easily view the posit ion of the bulker
top along with Drishti  Assistant Markings.



No men is required for parking vehicle
under silo arm.

AI powered helps easy guidance for
driver parking under silo.

Automatic method ensures hassle free parking results in time saving. 

SAFETYAI POWERED

TIME SAVING

GOLDEN EYE
ADVANTAGE



BEFORE AFTER



Silo 1

Silo 2 

Silo 3 

GOLDEN EYE - SCHEMA

Parking Area

Silo 1 Silo 2 Silo 3 

Operator Cabin



BREAKER LID
PROTECTION



BREAKERS
A circuit breaker is an electrical safety

device designed to protect an electrical

circuit from damage caused by

overcurrent. 



PROBLEM
Back lid of control panel of breakers are

meant to protect direct physical

contact. Unauthorised access to back

door of control panel of breakers leads

to accidents. 



SOLUTION
BLP - Its innovative technology protects

authorised access to back lid of control

panel. In case of any breach , if lid is

opened breaker supply is interrupted. 



BACK COVER

BLP BOX

SENS
OR

WORKING
PRINCIPLE

Sensor is Mounted at back of Door Lid 

When ever back door is opened, sensor will trigger

event to relay

Relay will send potential free contact signal to trip

Breaker.

1.

2.

3.

BREAKER PANEL

POWER POTENTIAL FREE OUTPUT



BLP

Innovative

Unauthorised Access

Notifications

BLP is innovative and simple
technology. 

BLP prevents any accident in
case of authorised access.

BLIP with IOT is capable to
send real time alerts.



CHUTE
LINER
PROTECTOR



CLP
CLP is innovative technology to

prevent unplanned maintenance of

industrial chute because of liner

corrosion.



TECHNOLOGY
Innovative technology behind CLP is force and vibration. It

captures force impacting on liners and converts into voltage.

Voltage is transmitted with IOT controller to AI engine. Any

deviations from normal flow is alerts via notifications. 



INSTALLATION SCHEMA
CLP can be installed as below :-

CHUTE

LINERS

CLP



CLP
ADVANTAGES

Realtime Liner Health Status

Alerts in case of liner corrosion

Chute Jamming Alert

1.

2.

3.




